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Nano-structural stiffness measure for soft
biomaterials of heterogeneous elasticity†

Shu-wen W. Chen, *ab Jean-Marie Teulon,a Harinderbir Kaur,a Christian Godonc

and Jean-Luc Pellequer *a

Measuring the structural stiffness aims to reveal the impact of

nanostructured components or various physiological circumstances

on the elastic response of material to an external indentation. With

a pyramidal tip at a nano-scale, we employed the atomic force

microscopy (AFM) to indent the surfaces of two compositions of

polyacrylamide gels with different softness and seedling roots of

Arabidopsis thaliana. We found that the stiffness–depth curve

derived from the measured force exhibits a heterogeneous character

in elasticity. According to the tendency of stiffness–depth curve, we

decomposed the responding force into depth-impact (FC), Hookean

(FH) and tip-shape (FS) components, called trimechanic, where FS and

its gradient should be offset at the surface or subsurfaces of the

indented material. Thereby, trimechnic theory allows us to observe

how the three restoring nanomechanics change with varied depth.

Their strengths are represented by the respective spring constants

(kC, kH, kS) of three parallel-connected spring (3PCS) analogs to

differentiate restoring nanomechansims of indented materials. The

effective Young’s modulus Ê and the total stiffness kT (= kH + kS)

globally unambiguously distinguish the softness between the two gel

categories. Data fluctuations were observed in the elasticity para-

meters of individual samples, reflecting nanostructural variations in

the gel matrix. Similar tendencies were found in the results from

growing plant roots, though the data fluctuations are expectedly

much more dramatic. The zone-wise representation of stiffness by

the trimechanic-3PCS framework demonstrates a stiffness measure

that reflects beneath nanostructures encountered by deepened

depth. The trimechanic-3PCS framework can apply any mechanical

model of power-law based force–depth relationship and is compa-

tible with thin layer corrections. It provides a new paradigm for

analyzing restoring nanomechanics of soft biomaterials in response

to indenting forces.

Introduction

Recently, mechanobiology has attracted a great deal of attention
on how external forces can regulate the function of proteins, cells,
and tissues.1,2 In particular, it remains elusive on how cells
transduce mechanical stresses, ranging from Pascals to mega
Pascals, into physiological processes and end up with serious
physiopathological consequences.3 Many attempts have been
made to accurately characterize elastic properties of these soft
biomaterials, including micropipette aspiration,4 optical
tweezers,5 deformability cytometry,6 Brillouin microscopy,7 and
the most adopted strategy, atomic force microscopy (AFM).8 AFM
indentation results have brought to evidence that certain diseases
are subject to abnormal cellular mechanics, for example, a
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New concepts
‘‘New concept brought by this research is the trimechanic theory, the very
concept of composite nanomechanics underlying the restoring mecha-
nism of material under an external compression. It provides a disen-
tanglement of the linear and tip-shape related mechanical responses at
various indentation depth. The novel aspects of this research are (1)
define the never explored application criteria for the Sneddon’s model to
the study of depth-heterogeneous elasticity. (2) Design a three parallel-
connected spring (3PCS) analogy for quantifying the strengths of
responding nanomechanics, allowing us to differentiate circumstances
exhibiting the same stiffness yet with different restoring nano-
mechanisms. (3) Calculate the force–derived stiffness curve as the key
element for analysis instead of the force values themselves, thereby the
slope of stiffness curve essentially represents the intrinsic elasticity of the
material. The trimechanic theory applies to all contact-based mechanical
models with a power law force–depth relationship. The prospect of this
research includes a standardization of the application of stiffness mea-
sure beyond model systems toward live or clinical tissues. Particularly,
stiffness measure will not stay on a stage of global assessment but goes
further to link elastic behaviors with substructure of the nanomaterial.’’
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lowered stiffness measured for cancer cells compared to normal
ones.9 Similar results were found in extracellular matrix10,11 and
tissues during cancer progression.12,13

In the instrumental setup of AFM for indentation, the tip
attached beneath the micro-sized cantilever plays as an inden-
ter to compress the surface of cells or tissues. In this process,
cantilever deflections are recorded as the so-called force–
displacement data,14,15 from which the Young’s modulus is
deduced.16 In assessment of the Young’s modulus, Hertzian17

and Sneddon’s models18 are widely used to analyze the force–
depth data acquired by AFM. The latter delineates the relation
between the responding force of material and the indented
depth, which depends on the shape of AFM tip. Hence, various
shapes of tip have been exploited to study the tip-shape effect
on the magnitude of Young’s modulus.19,20 Both Hertz and
Sneddon models are restricted to sample systems of linear
(homogeneous) elasticity with an infinite thickness (occupying
the whole half space), and the employment of an axisymmetric
punch to indent the material surface normally.21,22 The Hertz
model, used for spherical probes, has some other constrains
such as the indented depth must be within 10% of the sample
thickness,23 relatively small compared to the spherical radius,
and without adhesive interactions and frictions between the
sample and the indenter upon contacting.22 These limitations
have been attenuated by the so-called bottom-effect correction
for spherical tips24 and conical tips;25 or using a thin layer
correction26 that has been applied to two lipid layers.21 The
case of adhesion has been tackled by JKR27 and DMT28 models
using spherical tips.

The architecture of cells and tissues is by essence complex
and non-homogeneous.29,30 The deformation of nano-
structured component caused by external stresses depends on
the bonding network and strengths of its chemical groups.
Such a complication in stiffness measure brought by structural
complexity makes conventional models difficult in interpreta-
tion of measured stiffness, especially in the study of soft
biomaterials.31 Moreover, the substratum may impact the
stiffening behaviors.21,32 It has been reported that stiffness
difference can be detected from layered samples (separate
elastic bodies) with different elasticity.33–35 Therefore, a full
analysis over the entire indentation trajectory is needed for our
understanding on the above-mentioned issues.

Here, we propose a robust strategy, coined trimechanic
theory, to encompass elastic behaviors of soft- and bio-materials
in various circumstances. The change in elastic behaviors impli-
cates the change in the context of the material. Trimechanic
theory allows us to quantify the difference of elastic responses
through different combinations of three nanomechanical actions
governed, respectively, by a constant, a linear and a non-linear
forces.

In this article, we illustrate the concept and application of
the trimechanic theory to the force–depth measurements from
AFM indentation. Besides the pyramidal tip used in this work,
trimechanic theory will be shown to accommodate Hertz
and other Sneddon’s force–depth relations for spherical tips
as well.

Methodology
A. Theory and model

A.1. Indentation force and stiffness. Consider the depth
and force measurements by AFM indentation as a sequence of
time events, Z(t) and FT(t). In practice of AFM indentation, the
data acquisition is carried out in a duration of T with an time
interval Dt. {(Z(t), FT(t))} can be re-expressed as {(Zi, FT,i)}, the
enumeration index i indicates the data recorded at t = (i � 1)�Dt.
This data series can be characterized by one single Young’s
modulus if the study material is a homogeneously elastic body.
In the use of an axisymmetric tip with smooth surfaces, the
Sneddon’s solutions to Boussinesq’s problem36 relates the
force FT as a quadratic function of penetrated depth Z.18

In this work, we employed a tip of pyramidal shape, of which
the force–depth relation is given elsewhere;19 omitting i, it is
written as

FT ¼ Ê
tan affiffiffi

2
p Z2 (1)

where Ê = E/(1 � Z2), denoted as the effective Young’s modulus
with E the Young’s modulus and Z the Poisson’s ratio, and a
corresponds to the face angle of the squared pyramidal tip.
According to eqn (1), the stiffness F 0T � @FT=@Z is explicitly a
linear function of penetrated depth Z with a proportional
constant RS, thus

F 0T ¼ RSZ ¼ ð
ffiffiffi
2
p

Ê tan aÞZ: (2)

RS can be conceived as stiffness slope, scoring the increment of
stiffness per indented depth responded by the material, and
directly linked to the effective Young’s modulus Ê.

For a material of homogeneous elasticity, the stiffness curve
derived from FT should be one single linear segment with one
RS or Ê based on the force–depth relationship. Thereby, we
exploited this property to explore elastic heterogeneity of mate-
rial by examining the slope of stiffness–depth curve during an
indenting process. The change in RS reflects a change in Ê as
well as the restoring nanomechanics of material. From eqn (1)
and (2), FT and F 0T are both zero at Z = 0—initial boundary
conditions for applying the Sneddon’s model.

A.2. Trimechanic theory for general elastic response. For a
material whose elastic properties vary with indented depth, we
assume they exhibit a zone-wise pattern with a cone-like shape
of the indenting tip. Within each depth-zone, the data points
share similar elastic properties. Explicitly, the restoring force FT

at the total depth D can be expressed as a sequence of force
segments:

FTðDÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

ðZi

Zi�1

F 0TdZ ¼ FTðZj�1Þ

þ
Xm
i¼j

ðZi

Zi�1

F 0TdZ ¼ FTðZm�1Þ þ
ðD
Zm�1

F 0TdZ

(3)

The limits of integration define a zone-wise region of indented
depth; by default, FT(Z0 = 0) is zero. For each indented depth-
zone, say Zone j, the FT (cf. the second equality of eqn (3)) can be
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expressed as a composite of three force components:

FT Zð Þ ¼ FT Zj�1
� �

þ F 0TðZj�1Þ � Z � Zj�1
� �

þ
ðZ
Zj�1

F 0TðyÞ � F 0TðZj�1Þ
� �

dy
(4)

The first component is the force measured at the sub-surface
of the zone, Zj�1; it is a constant thus denoted by FC. In effect,
FC represents the hitherto force against the indenting tip. The
second component is a Hookean force, called FH, with a
proportional constant of F 0T Zj�1

� �
. Removing FC and FH from

the total force FT, the remaining force satisfies the initial bound-
ary conditions for applying the Sneddon’s model. We denote this
force as FS to attribute it to the tip shape, from which the
magnitude of Ê is deduced. The three force components govern
three nanomechanics modes—this is trimechanic theory. Trime-
chanic theory is the very concept of composite nanomechanics
underlying the restoring mechanism of material in the indenta-
tion trajectory. Various elastic responses are expressed as a linear
combination of the three basis nanomechanics, whose strengths
quantify the difference in the elastic behaviors.

A.3. The three parallel-connected spring (3PCS) analogy.
To quantify the strengths of the three basis nanomechanics in
an elastic response, we designated a device with three parallel-
connected spring (3PCS) analogs whose elastic actions represent
the three different mechanical modes; see Fig. 1. The strength of
each nanomechanical response is represented by the spring
constant of the corresponding spring analog.

Among the 3PCS analogs, the FH-spring is the only one
having a typical spring constant, kH;j ¼ F 0T Zj�1

� �
for zone j;

it is essentially the total stiffness measured at the subsurface of
the visited zone. Two other spring analogs for FC and FS do not
have the standard spring constant, which will be represented by
the average of their stiffness functions. As a constant, FC

contributes none to stiffness measure. Were there a stiffness
function corresponding to FC, it would be inversely propor-
tional to the amount of compression to make up the force
constant. Accordingly, FC would act like a force thresholder,
forbidding the tip without sufficient applied force continuing
to indent the material. However, averaging such a pseudo-
stiffness function cannot yield a finite number, thus we took
FT(Zj�1)/DZj as the spring constant of the FC-spring, kC,j, with
DZj = Zj � Zj�1.

For the FS-spring, we averaged the corresponding stiffness
function (eqn (2)) over the indented zone and obtained the
spring constant:

kS,j = RS,j�DZj/2 or Êj�tan a�DZj/O2. (5)

We define kT,j = kH,j + kS,j as the stiffness measure for the
indented material to represent the stiffness measure for the
material indented through the depth-zone j. This zone-wise
representation is based on behaviors of F 0T�Z curve, to the
contrary of stiffness tomography that slices the FT–Z curve into
segments (or layers for indentation depth) without care for the
initial boundary conditions imposed on the nonlinear force
and the contribution of Hookean nanomechanincs.37–39 As
shown, the relative strengths of Hookean and tip-shape nano-
mechanics, rH,j and rS,j, are complementary to each other for
rH,j = kH,j/kT,j and rS,j = 1 � rH,j. Taken together, an elastic
response can be fully described by the trimechanic-3PCS frame-
work in a quadruplet format: [DZj, kC,j, kT,j, rS,j], the necessary
and sufficient parameters to rebuild the fitting curves for FT

and three decomposed force components. Detailed calculations
can be found in ESI.†

B. Material preparation and AFM instrumentation

B.1. The study systems of soft materials. System 1: the
specimen is a 10.4% polyacrylamide gel of about 1.0 mm
thickness. For this system, we used a triangular silicon nitride
MLCT-BIO-DC cantilever D with nominal k = 0.03 N m�1, L =
225 mm, W = 20 mm, F = 15 kHz (Bruker AFM probes, Camarillo,
CA, USA), and a squared pyramid shape for the AFM tip with a
nominal opening angle of 351. The ingredient of 10.4% poly-
acrylamide gel includes 245 mL of acrylamide solution (40%,
stored at 4 1C, Sigma-Aldrich A8887), 300 mL of Bis-acrylamide
(2%, stored at 4 1C, Sigma-Aldrich 146072), 1.5 mL of tetra-
methylenediamine (TEMED, Euromedex, 50406) and 10 mL of
ammonium persulfate (APS, 10%, Sigma-Aldrich, A3678) mixed
in 443 mL of ultrapure water (MilliQ systems). The gel was
assembled as reported previously40 except that 50 mL of gel were
deposited at the center of an O-ring from a polypropylene
micro-tube (BRANDs, 780712) which was dipped in Sigma-
cotes (Sigma-Aldrich, SL2) beforehand.

Fig. 1 Analogy of three parallel-connected springs: the elastic response
(FT) of a material to an applied force (FTip) is a composite action of three
nanomechanics, respectively governed by FC, FH and FS, which compose
FT. In the schematic diagram, the tip has arrived at the sub-surface of Zone
j in the indentation trajectory, Zj�1, and continues to indent the material
with an additional compression, DZ. During the indentation from Zj�1 to
Zj�1 + DZ, the material exerts a restoring force FT against the applied force
FTip to form, microscopically, a quasi-equilibrium. Except the FH-spring
obeying the Hooke’s law, the FC-curve is a zero-power function of Z, while
the nonlinear FS function, in the diagram, has an exponent of 2 to
exemplify the use of a pyramidal tip. The pseudo-stiffness function for
the FC-spring is inversely proportional to the indented depth, picturized
by a spring with non-linearly shrinking width. The stiffness function of
FS-spring is proportional to Z, symbolized by a spring with linearly increas-
ing width, and that of FH-spring is a constant, thus represented by a spring
of constant width. According to this spring analogy, FT = k3PCS�DZ, where
k3PCS = kC + kH + kS, the sum of the spring constants of the three spring
devices.
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System 2: the specimen is a 7.4% polyacrylamide gel of
about 1.0 mm thickness. The same AFM instrumentation was
used as for System 1. The 7.4% polyacrylamide gel was prepared
by mixing with 176 mL of acrylamide solution, 210 mL of Bis-
acrylamide, 1.5 mL of TEMED, and 10 mL of APS in 602 mL of
ultrapure water. The two gel materials were made on the same
day. A preparation protocol of polyacrylamide gels with tunable
elastic properties can be found elsewhere.41

Experimental setups of AFM for System 1 and 2: we
employed an AFM multimode 8 (Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA,
USA) equipped with a J-scanner and nanoscope-V controller to
perform indentations on gel specimen. The force–displacement
measurements were acquired using the force volume mode of
the Nanoscope 9.2 software, and the data were collected in a
matrix fashion with 8 � 8 or 16 � 16 spots distributed over the
material surface in a size of 2 � 2 mm2, and each data curve
consists of 512 data points with a ramp size smaller than 2 mm.

B.2. The study systems of live tissues. Systems 3 and 4: the
specimens are a 4 day-old seedling root from Arabidopsis
thaliana with a thickness of about 0.12 mm.42 The sowing
and growing of the plant seeds followed the procedures
described elsewhere.43 In brief, the roots were deposited on a
glass covered with pressure sensitive adhesive NuSil MED1-
1356 (NuSil Technology LLC, Carpinteria, CA, USA), and kept
alive by covering with 200 mL growth solution (MES buffer
3.5 mM, pH 5.5–5.8 with MS liquid medium diluted to 1/10).44

The indenter adopted for the system is the triangular pyrex silicon
nitride PNP-TR cantilever #2 with nominal k = 0.08 N m�1, L =
200 mm, W = 28 mm, F = 17 kHz, which holds a square pyramidal tip
with an opening angle of 351 (NanoWorld, Neuchatel, Switzerland).

Experimental setups of AFM for Systems 3 and 4: the data
values were acquired with a Dimension 3100 AFM (Bruker,
Santa Barbara, CA, USA) equipped with a hybrid scanner and a
nanoscope V controller. We recorded the data in a standard
approach of force–distance measurements with the picoforce
mode of the Nanoscope 7.3 software. Each data curve
composed of 4096 points with a ramp size of 3 mm. All the
indentation experiments on plants were performed in a
single day.

Results and discussion
A. Elastic behaviors of soft materials

We present the results of AFM indentation for two gel compo-
sites with different concentrations of acrylamide and bis-
acrylamide cross-linker, yet with the same molar ratio of
acrylamide to bis-acrylamide, 16 : 1 (see Methodology). The gel
system of higher (10.4%) concentration is presumably stiffer
than that of the lower (7.4%) one. The former is thus called
hard gel while the latter soft. The indentation (FT–Z) and FT-
derived stiffness–depth F 0T�Z

� �
curves for the two gel systems

are presented in Fig. 2. The computational tasks of generating
FT–Z and F 0T�Z curves from force–distance (Fd–z) data as well
as the FT decomposition into three components are described
in the ESI.† In Fig. 2a, the F 0T�Z curves of both systems rise up

Fig. 2 Elastic behaviors of gel materials under the AFM indentation. (a)
Stiffness–depth curves of two gel materials with different degrees of softness;
‘‘H’’ labels the hard gel while ‘‘S’’ labels the soft. The presenting graphs have
been cut on the right for improving the clarity. In the full size, the total length of
indented depth is 108 nm for the hard gel and 257.9 nm for the soft. The black
solid lines present the FT-derived stiffness data values. B1 is the point breaking
the F 0T�Z curve into two segments at a depth of Z1. Here, Z1 = 34.6 nm for ‘‘H’’
and Z1 = 59.9 nm for ‘‘S’’. DZ1 = Z1 � Z0 = Z1, DZ2 = Z2 � Z1, while Z2 for both
gels is the end of the indentation depth. Each stiffness segment was fitted to a
linear function, drawn by an orange line for the first segment and in a light-blue
color for the second one. (b) Decompose the restoring force of the hard gel
(System 1) into three force components. FT, FC, FH and FS-curves are corre-
spondingly presented by magenta, orange, blue and red lines, while fitting
curves are drawn by black dashed lines. (c) Decompose the restoring force of
the soft gel (System 2) into three force components. Similar to b, FT, FC, FH and
FS are presented by magenta, orange, blue and red lines, respectively. The
fitting results are drawn by black dashed lines.
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with deeper indented depth. However, the one of the hard gel
rises up faster and reaches a greater magnitude than that of
the soft at the same depth, giving the stiffer property to the
hard gel. The two curves have two linear segments with
distinguished RS values, indicating the entire indentation tra-
jectory can be modeled as two depth-zones with different
elasticity. We obtained RS,1 = 265 and RS,2 = 249 kPa for the
hard gel. Similarly, RS,1 = 60.5 and RS,2 = 27.3 kPa for the soft
gel. As seen later, the tendency of Ê would be closely related
with that of RS.

Fig. 2b and c present the curves of FT as well as the three
force components for the two gel systems. We deduced the Ê
values from FS-curves (Table 1) and shows that the hard gel has
greater Ê’s globally. We list the values of trimechanic-3PCS
quadruplets in Table 1. We found that kT unambiguously
distinguishes the softness between soft and hard gels. As
shown for this hard gel sample, the kS dominates the total
stiffness, kT, in the first depth-zone, while kH becomes greater
than kS at the end. Similarly, kS is greater than kH for the soft gel
during the first depth-zone indentation while kH is greater than
to kS in the second depth-zone.

Based on their nanomechanical types, kH and kS account
for the resistances of material to surface displacement (non-
bending action) and the extent of the surface penetrated,
respectively. This behavior is illustrated by the change in rS

value, a numerical quantification for penetration ease. It is
closely related to rigidity or deformability of the material. For
either system, kT steadily increases with deepened depth and
accords with the tendency of F 0T�Z curve. The structure of gel
material formed by polymerization of acrylamide and bis-
acrylamide depends on many factors such as gel concentration,
molar ratio, pH and temperature.45,46

The kH and kS or rS may provide detailed information on
stiffening progresses of various indented spots of one gel or
different gel composites. It is noteworthy that an effectively
sharp tip should be employed instead of a large colloidal
indenter for probing such a structural stiffness of material.
For a nanostructured material, large spherical tips lead to a
result averaged over heterogeneous elastic properties of the
material. Consequently, stiffness variations attributed to differ-
ent substructures and energetics on a nano-meter scale are
often overlooked.

We compared the results from the trimechanic-3PCS model
with the pyramid tip from AtomicJ software,47 which aims to
obtain the best fit of the indentation curve to the Sneddon’s

solution with a single segment by varying the location of the
contact point. The fitting results of responding force from our
model and AtomicJ-pyramid are shown in Fig. S2a and b (ESI†).
Regarding the fitting goodness, the trimechanic-3PCS model
yields a perfect fit, whereas AtomicJ-pyramid performed a poor
fitting, particularly on the beginning of the indentation curve.
From the data of Ê and kT, it shows that the stiffness of material
represented by AtomicJ-pyramid reflects an averaged value in
contrast to the refined structural stiffness provided by the
trimechanic-3PCS model. Moreover, the stiffness measure by
trimechanic-3PCS model follows the tendency of the stiffness–
depth curve accurately. It indicates that the trimechanic-3PCS
model can be used to delineate the change in elasticity of the
material in depth.

Beside the illustrating gel samples for the trimechanic-3PCS
model shown in Fig. 2, we have applied this framework to 91
indentation curves of hard gel and 155 of soft gel; the results of
kT and Ê are presented in a graph format (see Fig. S3, ESI†). It
shows that local elastic behaviors of these gel samples are not
necessarily identical. Globally, the category of hard gel
(upper sections of Fig. S3a and b, ESI†) exhibits a shorter
length of indentation trajectory (the horizontal coordinate)
yet much stiffer (brighter colors in intensity) than that of soft
gel. It reveals that the hard gel accelerates the stiffening process
shortly in depth against the deeper indentation by the AFM tip.
Subsequently, the variation in the number of depth-zone is
somewhat related to elasticity change in the indentation
trajectory.

B. Elastic behaviors of live tissues

Biological tissues are often composed of complex structures.
The probed surface of seeding roots of A. thaliana is formed of
the external epidermal cell wall, which is structured with
complex intertwining of cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin,48

including about 40% of water.49 Two seedling roots (System 3
and 4) were chosen particularly for illustrating the advantages of
using the trimechanic-3PCS model for analyzing elastic
responses of live tissues with similar turgor pressure in a
condition of constant temperature and buffer medium. In
Fig. 3a, System 3 exhibits only one linear segment for the
stiffness–depth curve while the other five. For the latter system,
the slope of FT-derive stiffness varies gradually and leads to a
bent curve, unlike the former one that can be modeled by one
straight line. These findings imply the impact of heterogeneous
structure on the stiffness measure of plant root tissue, which
cannot be modeled as one uniform shell structure.50 Although
System 4 has numerous depth-zones, the total depth of indenta-
tion is much shorter than that of System 3, 400 nm vs. B1 mm.
These depths indicate that the indentation was performed
within the range of the external epidermal cell wall.51 Fig. 3b
and c show their corresponding force curves and the three force
components.

In comparison with AtomicJ-pyramid (Fig. S2c and d, ESI†),
we found that when the contact point and force fittings from
both models are in good agreement, the deduced effective
Young’s moduli are unsurprisingly comparable, 45.2 and

Table 1 The results of 3PCS quadruplet parameters for gel systems

Zone index

Hard Soft

1 2 1 2

DZ (nm) 34.6 73.6 59.9 198
kC (mN m�1) 0.00 1.92 0.00 0.86
kT (mN m�1) 3.92 20.0 2.66 6.52
rS 1.00 0.41 0.60 0.35
Ê (kPa) 230 236 54.4 23.4

rs is dimensionless throughout the paper.
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45.5 kPa respectively from the trimechanic-3PCS model and
AtomicJ-pyramid for System 3. On the contrary, for System 4,

the discrepancy becomes severe between the two models
(Fig. S2d, ESI†). As mentioned previously, the FT-derived stiffness
of this system cannot be modeled as one single linear segment,
i.e. uniform elasticity. Nevertheless, the trimechanic-3PCS model
reports the Ê values, ranging from 67.5 to 611 kPa, to describe
the elasticity variation with depth. Results for the full plant
datasets can be found graphically in Fig. S3c and d (ESI†).

For a live tissue of plant root, the magnitude and variation
rate of stiffness with indented depth reflect the change of
elastic properties through the thickness of the cell wall. In
particular, the tip-shape nanomechanics (FS) was found to exert
a lower impact on the total response in deeper depth-zones,
reflected by a decreased value of rS or FS weight. Such deeper
indentations render the surface of the material so stiff that the
surface hardly deforms itself to accord with the tip shape. One
should not naively attribute the discrepancy between the results
of trimechanic-3PCS and AtomicJ-pyramid models solely to the
different choice of the contact point. We show in Fig. S1a (ESI†)
that even the contact points determined by the two approaches
are close, one still obtains incomparable results.

Conclusions

Trimechanic theory is a straightforward outcome of extending
the applicability of the Sneddon’s pyramid model to the study
of elastic heterogeneity. The three force/nanomechanics com-
ponents, FC, FH and FS, carry information of the impact of
hitherto indentation on the material. Analogous to the coordi-
nates of a point in the three-dimensional space, (kC, kH, kS) can
be referred to the coordinates of an elastic response in the
nanomechanical space, which is spanned by the three modes of
nanomechanics. Excellent fittings of FT curves by the trime-
chanic theory indicate that the best use of the Sneddon’s model
should be restricted to the FS component instead of the total
force FT, and that the Hookean nanomechanics is substantial in
the response. The stiffness-based approach to identification of
same elasticity can extend to Hertz-spherical-tip model or a
model whose force–depth relation follows the power law (a
preliminary result for Hertz model is shown in Fig. S4, ESI†).
The 3PCS quadruplet [DZ, kC, kT, rS] contains all information on
characterizing the elastic response of material, from which the
modeled forces along the indentation depth can be recon-
structed: FT = (kC + kT)�DZ, kT itself is the extrinsic stiffness,
and Ê can be derived from kT and rS. Moreover, the combinatory
ratio of rS and rH alludes to bonding deformability of the

Fig. 3 Elastic behaviors of two 4 day-old seedling roots from A. thaliana
(System 3 and 4) under AFM indentations. (a) The stiffness–depth curves of the
two root systems, and labeled by 3 and 4, respectively. The black solid line
presents FT-derived stiffness curves, and the linear fitted segments are indi-
cated by alternating colors, orange and light blue. The Z-coordinates of
breaking points for System 4 are Z1 = 74.8, Z2 = 151, Z3 = 245 and Z4 =
338 nm. The single RS of System 3 equals 44.7 kPa, and for the sequential
segments of System 4, RS,1 = 67.2, RS,2 = 209, RS,3 = 417, RS,4 = 989, and RS,5 =
570 kPa. (b) Application of trimechanic-3PCS model to System 3. The para-
meters of trimechanic-3PCS quadruplet are shown in Table 2. (c) Application of
trimechanic-3PCS model to System 4. The trimechanic-3PCS quadruplets for
the five depth-zones are listed in Table 2. All the plots of FT as well as FC, FH and
FS against Z are respectively presented by magenta, orange, blue and red lines.
The fitting results are delineated by black dashed lines.

Table 2 The results of 3PCS quadruplet parameters for plant seedling
roots

Zone index

System 3 System 4

1 1 2 3 4 5

DZ (nm) 1000 74.8 76.0 94.2 92.9 62.0
kC (mN m�1) 0.00 0.00 3.64 14.3 55.1 241
kT (mN m�1) 27.2 3.93 13.9 39.4 105 182
rS 0.85 0.63 0.57 0.48 0.43 0.10
Ê (kPa) 45.2 67.5 211 403 984 611
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composite material. With a nano-sized tip, AFM indentation
combined with the trimechanic-3PCS framework provides us a
technique to measure the structural stiffness of soft biomater-
ials, and to quantify the difference of restoring mechanisms
from a variety of material conditions. The extended elasticity
parameters bring a larger breadth on data comparison than one
single parameter, leading to a finer differentiation between
elastic properties of materials.
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